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Adelphi Insurance Brokers Ltd. is a nationwide Advisory Business that has
contracted advisers throughout New Zealand and provides a lead generation
model through a designated call centre. Additional information on Adelphi is
available at www.adelphiinsurance.co.nz

While I have left my run a bit late to offer a full submission there are a few
points I’d like to make.

I believe Option 3 is a good choice having Advisory Businesses licensed and
advisers requiring to be competent to provide the service they are providing.

Do consumers understand the regulatory framework?
I believe the regulatory framework is confusing for advisers and consumers
alike. I believe the term RFA suggests a qualification and, unless you are in the
industry, consumers and most advisers don’t know what a QFE is. I believe that
an RFA should be a minimum of Level 5 certificate in financial services (financial
advice) and all financial advisers including QFE advisers, lawyers and
accountants should be required to adhere to the same code of professional
conduct.

Should commissions be restricted or banned?

There are several reasons restricting or banning commissions would
compromise consumers.

Cost structure and underinsurance and the misinsured in NZ
A number of advisory businesses run a call centre or similar marketing
programme to contact potential clients with the view of reviewing their
insurance needs. Our experience shows the vast majority of people our advisers
visit would never have booked an appointment unprompted or would have ever
actively sort health or life insurance. An equally large number were
underinsured or misinsured and when a claim came around they would have
been left compromised, some significantly. The cost structure to run this type of
model is significant and restricting or banning commissions would compromise
a business model like this restricting the number of consumers we can reach and
which would ultimately perpetuate the underinsurance issue we have in this
country.






